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SHIELDING OF GAMMA FIELD IN RESIDENTIAL HOUSES
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Summary
In the past some flats were built from defective materials contained 238U, which radiate

dangerous gamma radiation. The object of this work consisted in searching mechanical barriers,
which would decrease penetrating of this radiation into flat.

The measurement was realized in system made of connecting of Ge/Li detector with
multichannel analyser MCA JAK 202 and IBM PC.

This measurement was carried out without shading C7e/Li detector by Pb, which makes
certain and unnegible contribution by reflection and dispersion of radiation to the whole
detection yield.

Plenty of building parts such as bricks, plaster slabs with/without Pb dust, wasted plaster
from Pocerady Electric Power Station, etc. were measured to get and compare shading abilities.

Maximal intensity of gamma radiation (47.1 %) is visible for energy E = 609 keV 226Ra,
therefore the measurement was only carried out for this energy.

The measurement performed in defective houses START during years 1988 - 1991
demonstrated that excepting higher activity "2Rn and its daughter products forms unneglible
gamma field, as well. This one is limited by values of rate dose equivalent. The screening of
gamma field in flats and houses was a part of The State Target K - 03 - 326 - 830. The problem
was succesfully solved by lead slabs fixed to wood construction that is covered by applications.
This problem was solved in years 1993 - 94 again °. The manipulation with materials and
construction was difficult, therefore another materials and segments were tested, for more easy
fix to defective walls. In 1995 the experiment was realised in the cooperation with the chemical
department of Pocerady Electric Power Station, the plaster is outlet product from the removing
sulphur process. There were made an experimental slabs, sizes 18 x 18 x 2 cm. The barrier effect
of slabs were comparised with other building material and paits.

Results of Measuring
The results of measuring are summared in TAB.I. There arc present values of linear

absorption coefficient / p,/, further the values of half-layer xl/2 and square weighting of 1
half-layer of inquired material (m2).

Conclusion
So that the elimination of radiation would be effective is necessary reduce the level of

radiation penetrating to the smallest level. However, the thickness of shading material is limited
by economical reasons, prices of material, square weighting and reducing of living room.

The results of measuring is this one:
The plaster slabs with Pb dust made in EPS Pocerady are suitable to reduce gamma ray, the
values of reducing coefficient are very high in comparison with other samples and values of
square weighting are low.
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Tab. 1

SAMPLE

plaster

plaster + sand (1:1)
+ 50 w % Pb

plaster + sand (1:1)
+ 25 w % Pb

plaster + sand (1:1)
+ 33,33 w % Pb

plaster (Poferany)
plaster (Pocerany) +

50 w % Pb

plaster (Pocerany) +
66,67 w % Pb

LINEAR ABSORB.
COEFFICIENT

[m-1]

8,86

13,89

5,74

13,77

10,43
18,67

20,98

HALF - LAYER
Icm]

7,82

4,99

12,08

5,03

6,65
3,71

3,31

SQUARE
WEIGHTING

[kg.m~2 ]

86,77

105,09

253,53

114,1

95,89

74,42

80,19
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